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Abstract
Glycans can be directed trees in which nodes are monosaccharides and
edges are linkages extending between monosaccharides in the direction
from the amino acid-connecting monosaccharide. We present an efficient method for mining frequent and statistically significant subtrees
from glycan trees. The two key points of the method are: (1) It can
reduce the number of redundant subtrees obtained by usual frequent
subtree mining techniques and (2) can keep significant subtrees only
by removing frequent but insignificant subtrees, like those with only
one or a few nodes. We confirmed the efficiency of the approach in
various manners, including biological significance. Our approach
would be useful for mining unknown conserved patterns in larger
glycan datasets to be obtained by a high-throughput manner in the
future.
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Introduction
Glycans or carbohydrate sugar chains are a major class of cellular macromolecules, working
for a lot of important biological functions including antigen-antibody interactions [1] and
cell fate controlling [2]. Like twenty types of amino acids for proteins and four types of
bases for nucleic acids, building blocks of glycan structures can be monosaccharides, such as
fructose, galactose, glucose and mannose [3]. Glycan structures are formed in that monosaccharides are connected to each other, allowing more than two branches extended from
one monosaccharide but without any cycle. Glycans can be then trees in a computer science
sense which consist of two parts: nodes and edges connecting nodes without forming any
cycle. In addition, glycans can be directed trees, in which edges are directed, meaning that
an edge is directed from a parent to a child [1]. This unique feature of glycans makes them
different from other macromolecules such as nucleic acids and proteins: they are simple,
non-branched, left-to-right type sequences of their building blocks. Furthermore this feature
has made hard to determine the glycan structures experimentally and keep the size of
structural databases on glycans relatively small and the speed of increasing the database
size slow. However, due to long-term experimental efforts, the current number of structurally
different glycans being accumulated in major glycan databases reaches about ten thousand,
which might increase more by high-throughput techniques in the future [4]. This situation
allows conducting data-driven techniques in bioinformatics for analyzing glycan structures
and finding embedded biological significance [5, 6].
Our approach is based on techniques in data mining (or machine learning) to find rules,
patterns or hypotheses from a large number of given examples. Machine learning techniques
or problem settings can be classified into roughly three types: classification, clustering and
pattern mining [7, 8]. Classification is to capture rules for distinguishing examples of each
label (or class) from others, where labels are assigned to all examples, while clustering and
pattern mining are conducted in each class. That is, clustering is to partition given examples
into some groups and pattern mining is to find patterns common to given examples. Originally these techniques were applied to simple tables, where a row and a column correspond to
an example and its attribute, respectively. A typical example in biology is a dataset of gene
expression measured by cDNA microarray, where a row corresponds to some experimental
condition while a column is a gene, each element in a table showing an expression value of
the corresponding gene under the corresponding experimental condition [9]. Given a gene
expression table, pattern mining means capturing rules which are genes, each being over- (or
under-) expressed through given experimental conditions. The techniques to obtain this type
of rules from a table have already been developed in a wide variety of manners and matured
in some sense. The current focus in data mining and machine learning is to capture rules or
patterns in more complex data, such as sequences, trees and graphs. Glycans can be directed
trees, meaning that mining patterns from glycans can be along with the recent research topic
of machine learning. The latest techniques for trees in machine learning are support vector
machines with tree kernels [10] for classification, probabilistic models of trees [11 – 15] for
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clustering, and frequent subtree mining [16, 17] for pattern mining. Some conserved patterns
are already known in glycans [18], and thus out of the three problem settings in machine
learning, we focus on the third issue in this work, i. e. mining frequent subtrees from given
trees.
In frequent subtree mining, a subtree is defined to be frequent if it appears more than a
certain (pre-specified) number of times, which is called minimum support or minsup. For
example, if we have ten trees and a subtree appears five times out of the ten trees, it is
frequent if the minimum support is less than five. In this setting, there already exist efficient
algorithms for finding frequent subtrees from a given set of trees, and any of these algorithms can be applied to glycans. However, a simple setting of frequent subtrees has two
serious issues to which we address in this work. Firstly, resultant frequent subtrees are very
redundant, because if a frequent subtree is found, all subtrees of the frequent subtree are
frequent. Secondly, frequent subtrees are not necessarily found in a given set of trees
significantly, because small subtrees, such as single nodes, are likely to be frequent, meaning
that smaller subtrees are frequent in any dataset. In this work, we present an approach for
dealing with these two problems.
Our approach has two parts, each responding to one of the two problems raised in the last
paragraph (Note: originally our method appeared in [19]). In the first part, to reduce the
redundancy of frequent subtrees, we developed a concept called a-closed frequent subtrees
and an algorithm for mining a-closed frequent subtrees efficiently. In the second part, we
prepare a dataset, generated randomly according to the distribution of a given set of trees,
and employ hypothesis testing on both these two datasets to remove frequent but insignificant subtrees from the frequent subtrees obtained in the first part. With these two parts, we
can relax the two serious issues in mining frequent subtrees.
We obtained frequent patterns of glycans by applying our approach to a real dataset of
glycans. The frequent patterns generated include well-known, important patterns in glycobiology, the top pattern being peculiar to Type 2 oligosaccharides. We further evaluated our
approach by the framework of classification, where we used patterns obtained by our
approach as binary attributes of each glycan, an attribute value taking one if the corresponding pattern is in the glycan; otherwise zero. In this framework, a set of glycans can be a table
of the attributes generated from the patterns, by which we can compare the discriminative
performance of our approach with the most recent methods in machine learning, i. e. support
vector machines with tree kernels. From this experiment, we showed that our approach could
outperform competing methods by controlling the number of attributes or frequent patterns
obtained.
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Method
Our method has two parts, which can be clearly separated. However, we merged these two
parts into one algorithm for efficiency. This point will be described in Part 3.
Part 1: Mining a-closed frequent patterns
The goal of the first part is to reduce the redundant outputs, i. e. frequent subtrees, and for
this issue, we first need to introduce two important concepts: closed and maximal frequent
subtrees [20]. Before that, we briefly define an important notion in frequent pattern mining:
The number of appearances of subtree T in a given set of trees is called the support of T.
Here, a frequent subtree T can be defined to be closed unless the support of any supertree of
T is equal to that of T, while it can be maximal unless any supertree of T is frequent. More
concretely, the idea of closed frequent subtrees allows to remove a redundant subtree if its
support is equal to that of any of its supertrees. A problem of closed frequent subtrees is,
however, that in general the support of a frequent tree is close to that of its supertree but not
necessarily equal to. On the one hand, this means that in most cases closed frequent subtrees
still suffer the redundancy problem of frequent patterns. On the other hand, the idea of
maximal frequent subtrees outputs the largest frequent subtrees only, resulting in that many
frequent subtrees can be summarized into only one maximal frequent subtree. Thus, maximal frequent subtrees can reduce the number of all frequent subtrees drastically, while a
problem is that the support of each frequent subtree is lost. This means that maximal
frequent subtrees might be too coarse to analyze all frequent subtrees. Thus, to solve these
problems, we present an idea called a-closed frequent subtrees, which are a natural extension of closed frequent subtrees, relaxing the relatively strong restriction of closed frequent
patterns to reduce the number of redundant patterns. The a-closed frequent subtrees can be
defined in the following manner [19].
Definition 1
A frequent tree T is defined to be a-closed unless the support of any of its frequent
supertrees is larger than or equal to a 6 support(T), where a takes a value between
zero and one.

We note that a-closed frequent subtrees have the following properties.
Property 1
Given a set of trees and a minimum support, let f be the set of all frequent subtrees,
c be the set of all closed frequent subtrees, aa be the set of all a-closed frequent
subtrees, and m be the set of all maximal frequent subtrees. These sets satisfy that
m ( aa ( c ( f.
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Property 2
aa is a monotone increasing family with respect to a, implying aa (aa’ (a £ a’).
If a = 1, aa = c and if a = 0, aa = m.

Property 3
Once we are given a set of a-closed frequent subtrees, we can retrieve all frequent
subtrees specified by the given a-closed frequent subtrees.

These properties show the nice features of a-closed frequent subtrees. Property 1 indicates
the inclusive relationships among m, aa, c and f, particularly the relationship among
aa, c and f, being monotone, as shown in Property 2.
We further developed an efficient algorithm for enumerating all a-closed frequent subtrees
from a given number of trees or glycans, keeping approximately the same computational
burden of an algorithm for mining closed frequent subtrees. We do not go into the detail of
the algorithm developed. Interested readers should refer [19], where we showed the idea
behind the algorithm as well as the pseudo-code by which a software on mining a-closed
frequent subtrees can be implemented.
Part 2: Ranking frequent subtrees by statistical testing
As mentioned in the Introduction, frequent patterns are not necessarily significant, since
smaller patterns are likely to be frequent. Thus we checked the significance of each frequent
pattern by using statistical testing over ‘case’ and ‘control’ datasets. The case dataset is a
given set of trees, while the control dataset was generated by using the case dataset in the
following two steps:
1. We compute the distribution of parent-child pairs in the case dataset.
2. We repeat the following procedure over all trees of the case dataset: For each tree,
we replace each parent-child pair with another pair according the computed
distribution, keeping the structure of the given tree, and save this new tree as a
tree in the control dataset.
We then count, for each frequent subtree T, how many times T appears (and does not appear)
in each of the case and control datasets, to make the following 2 6 2 contingency table.
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Table 1. 2 6 2 contingency table.
Case

Control

Total

T appears

NcaT

NconT

NT

T does not appear

NcanT

NconnT

NnT

Total

Nca

Ncon

N

Finally, we can check the independence of the contingency table by one-sided Fisher’s exact
test. The probability that a contingency table is generated follows a hypergeometric distribution, which is given by using the counts in the contingency table as follows:
Pr = NT! NnT! Nca! Ncon!/NcaT! NcanT! NconT! NconnT!
The p-value of the one-sided Fisher’s exact test on this table can be computed by the sum of
all probabilities of tables that are more extreme than this table. We can rank frequent
subtrees by the p-values of the corresponding contingency tables, according to their significance.
Part 3: Merging two parts for efficiency
In reality, the final output will be the top ranked patterns, say the top K patterns. For this
case, we can take the following procedure: whenever a frequent pattern is obtained in the
mining procedure, i. e. Part 1, we compute its p-value by using Part 2 and if the p-value is
smaller than the largest one of the current lowest K p-values, we can keep this pattern;
otherwise this pattern is discarded. By doing this, we can save the memory space as well as
avoid the computational load caused by running the above two parts separately: generating
all frequent patterns once and then sorting them by their p-values.

Experimental Results
Mining significant subtrees
We used all records in the KEGG Glycan database [21], removing entries of monosaccharides only and those containing nodes labelled by phosphorus (P) or sulphur (S). The total
number of glycans we used for the case dataset was 7,454, and we generated a control
dataset, which keeps the same size as that of the case dataset.
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Figure 1. Mining significant subtrees in the KEGG Glycan Database: Frequent
subtrees were obtained by our method, controlling the minimum support and the value
of a.

Figure 1 shows the number of frequent subtrees obtained by our method, controlling the
minimum support and the value of a. We note that here we did not use Part 2 or that the top
K was set at a larger number than the number of frequent patterns obtained by the minsup in
each setting. This figure indicates that the number of outputs was decreased by reducing the
value of a (or increasing the minsup), meaning that redundancy of the output can be relaxed
by the idea of a-closed frequent subtrees.

Figure 2. The top five significant subtrees, obtained by our method under the setting
that minsup is 0.5% and a is 0.4.
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Figure 2 shows the top five significant subtrees, obtained by our method under the setting
that minsup is 0.5% and a is 0.4. We first note that they are not ranked by the number of
appearances but by p-values. In fact, the third-ranked subtree has the support of 109, which
is smaller than that of the fourth-ranked subtree, but has a lower p-value than that of the
fourth. We found that all these five subtrees are biologically well-known, significant glycan
motifs. For example, the first subtree is a common subtree among Lewis X, Lewis Y and
sialyl Lewis X, which are all Type 2 oligosaccharides, being attached to the membrane of
red blood cells and used for the categorization of human blood types. The second subtree is
famous as the core of O-glycans, a major class of glycans, and similarly the third and fourth
subtrees are typical core parts of another major class of glycans, called glycosphingolipids.
These results indicate that our approach detected typical patterns or motifs in glycans,
implying that relatively lower ranked subtrees might include unknown patterns in the
literature.
Applying to classifying glycans in their classes
We then applied the obtained frequent patterns to the problem of classifying glycans to
validate the significance of the obtained subtrees. In fact, once we obtain a set of frequent
patterns, we can generate attributes of an arbitrary glycan by checking whether this glycan
has each of the frequent patterns: If the glycan has a frequent pattern, the corresponding
attribute takes one; otherwise zero. This means, if 1,000 frequent subtrees are obtained, we
can assign 1,000 binary attributes to an arbitrarily given glycan.
The problem setting is that we regard 485 O-glycans in KEGG as positives (which used as
the case dataset) and randomly synthesized glycans as negatives (which are used for the
control dataset as well). We performed 10 6 10 cross-validation over these glycans, meaning that we repeated the following ten times: we divided the examples into ten blocks and
used nine out of ten blocks for training and the rest for testing. The performance was
measured by AUC (the area under the ROC curve) [22], a current standard measure for
classification, and the final result was averaged over all 100 runs of the 10 6 10 crossvalidation.
We chose three competing methods, all using support vector machines but different three
tree kernels. The first one is convolution kernel [23], which enumerates all possible subtrees
of given two trees and checks the number of subtrees shared between the two trees. The
second one is co-rooted subtree kernel [10], which checks the similarity between given two
trees in a similar manner to the convolution kernel but by using part of their all subtrees. The
third one is 3-mer kernel [23], which focuses on subtrees with only three nodes for computing similarity between two trees.
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Figure 3. AUCs of the three competing methods and our proposed method for which
minsup = 2.

Figure 3 shows the AUCs of the three competing methods and our proposed method for
which minsup = 2. We note that the performance of our method can be controlled by changing a. For a of less than 0.7, the number of frequent patterns (or attributes) is too small to
have a high AUC, while our method outperformed other three competing methods in AUC
for a of no less than 0.7. In addition, we note that our method can show all attributes used in
experiments as subtrees while other kernel-based methods cannot.

Concluding remarks
We have presented an approach for mining subtrees embedded in glycans which are frequent
as well as statistically significant. We confirmed that the patterns ranked in the top five by
our approach are consistent with the known literature in glycobiology. Experimental results
further indicated the performance advantage of our method in classification. We did not
check the scalability of our approach in our experiments, but the time- and space-scalability
are also an advantage of our approach which would be more useful for larger-sized glycan
databases to be obtained in the future. Our approach found the significant patterns removing
redundancy. They are however still relatively similar to each other in some cases and needed
to be summarized more in some form. Possible future work would be to develop a method
for providing an overview of the significant patterns mined, showing their correlations with
biological classification.
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